The LLVM/GCC BoF
Do you use GCC and/or LLVM?

A) GCC
B) LLVM
C) Both
D) Neither
Do you **develop** GCC and/or LLVM?

A) GCC

B) LLVM

C) Both

D) Neither
Which other tools do you use?

A) GDB
B) LLDB
C) GNU ld/gold
D) LLD
E) GNU binutils
F) LLVM binutils
Which other tools do you develop?

A) GDB
B) LLDB
C) GNU ld/gold
D) LLD
E) GNU binutils
F) LLVM binutils
How can we improve cooperation

- Joint work on language standardization
- Maintaining ABI compatibility
- Interoperability between tools and libraries
  - e.g. build with gcc and link with lld
- Communication channels
  - shared bugzilla
  - joint mailing lists
What are your priorities for cooperation?

A) Language standards
B) ABI compatibility
C) Interoperability
D) Communication channels
E) Other
F) None of the above
Would you lead one of these initiatives?

A) Yes - personally

B) Yes - my company

C) I would support someone else

D) No
Thank You
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